
Please confirm the package and accessories are complete 
and make sure there is no missing parts.

Parts list:

Seat Unit*1 Tray with cover plate*1

Footrest*1
Shorter leg cover*4

Fixed connector*1
Bolts*2

Shorter legs A&B&C&D Longer legs A&B&C&D
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WARNING
  
  Highchair Condition:
·WARNING:  FALL HAZARD: Children have suffered severe
   head injuries including skull fractures when falling from high 
   chair. Fall can happen suddenly if child is not restrained 
   properly.
·WARNING:  Always use the restraint systems, and adjust to fit  
   snugly.
·WARNING: Tray is not designed to hold child in high chair.
·WARNING:  Stay near and watch child during use the high 
   chair.
·WARNING:  Use ONLY with a child that is able to hold their 
   head up unassisted.
·WARNING:  NEVER use on an elevated surface.
·WARNING: Be aware of the risk of tilting when your child can 
   push its feet against a table or any other structure.

FLOOR SEAT CONDITION
·WARNING: FALL HAZARD: Infants have suffered skull fractures 
   falling while in and from floor seats.
·WARNING: Use Only on the floor.
·WARNING: NEVER use on an elevated surface.
·WARNING: ALWAYS use restraints, and adjust to fit snugly.
·WARNING: Tray is not designed to hold child in floor seat.
·WARNING: NEVER lift or carry child in floor seat.
·WARNING: Use ONLY with a child that is able to hold their 
   head up unassisted.
·WARNING: ALWAYS keep child in view while in product.
·WARNING: DROWNING HAZARD: Infants have drowned when 
   floor seat has been placed in a bath tub or pool.
·WARNING:NEVER use in or near water.
IMPORTANT
· High chair is intended for children from 6 months to 3years or 
    maximum weight of 15kg.



3.Assemble footrest:Place the footrest between front short legs 
(1.5), please note there is a nut in the leg and screw the bolt into 
the nut until it is fixed (1.6).

4.Assemble Tray:Position the tray over the armrest, holding the 
latch mechanism at both sides of the tray, at the same time 
sliding the tray onto the chair with the desired position, the 
release the latch and move the tray until a click sound is heard. 

1.5

1.6

lock Hold the latch, unlock

5.The tray can be set in four position, using the latches at both 
sides to adjust the position, make sure you heard click sound 
after change the position.

6.In order to wash the tray, you may remove its cover plate by 
releasing its two catches and three blocks. 

7.Baby Highchair change to floor seat:
Disassemble the four longer legs and fixed connector. Then put 
the four Shorter leg covers in the bottom of legs. 



Assembly
1.Assemble the four shorter legs: Insert the shorter leg A
&B&C&D into the exact hole at the bottom of the chair until the 
pin clicks into place. (1.1)
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2.Assemble four longer legs with fixed connector:Please put 
one side of fixed connector into groove at the bottom of short 
leg A (1.2), then screw the longer leg A into the shorter leg A 
until it is fixed (1.3). Connect short leg B with longer leg B, 
short leg C with longer leg C, short leg D with longer leg D in the
same way.
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8.Harness system Adjustment
(1)To buckle the safety belts,connect the shoulder and waist
belts and then snap them into the crotch belts clasp.
To unbuckle the safety belts,press the button in the middle
of the clasp.
(2)Sliding adjuster are fitted and should be carefully adjuster
so the harness fits your child comfortably.
(3)The safety belts can be removed for cleaning purposes by
sliding the end buckle of belts through the five slots.



         

BABY HIGHCHAIR
USER’S MANUAL

IMPORTANT! READ All INSTRUCTIONS 
CAREFULLY AND KEEP FOR FURTURE REFERENCE.

·Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product 
   away from babies, otherwise they may pose a choking 
   hazard. 
·The tray alone does not guarantee the safety of your child.
·Never move the product with your child seated in it.
·Do not allow other children to play unsupervised near the 
   product or to climb on it.
·Do not use the product for more than one child at  a time.
·Do not place the product near windows or walls where cords, 
   curtains or other objects may be used by the child to climb 
   out of the product or could represent choking or strangling 
   hazards.
·Be aware of the risk of open �re and other sources of strong 
   heat in the vicinity of the product.
·Always place the product on a horizontal, stable surface when 
  the child is seated in it. Never place the product near stairs 
  or steps.

MAINTENANCE
Keep the highchair in a dry place.
Do not leave the highchair in the sun for a long time, it may 
change the color of the materials and fabric.
Regular check all parts of the highchair to ensure that they are 
operating correctly.
Do not use the product if any part is broken ,torn or missing.
Only replacement parts supplied or recommended by the 
manufacturer should be used.

CLEANING
Clean the fabric cover with a soft cloth soaked in water or a 
neutral detergent. Do not bleach, do not dry clean. Clean the 
plastic parts with a soft cloth soaked in water. Never use 
abrasive detergents or solvents. If the highchair comes into 
contact with water, dry the metal parts to prevent the 
formation of rust.

If you have any questions or problems,
Please contact us at support@winnprime.com
We will help you reslove it when we receive your email.
We Guarranty a Satisfed Solution to you.


